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INTRODUCTION

As an outgrowth of investigations carried out in the Winisk region during 1970-71, 

preliminary interest became attached to a scatter of reasonably discrete and finite 

aeromagnetic anomalies resolved in fair strength in the vicinity of Fawn River at 

the 09 W meridian, l"rotccted by subsequent staking, two of these features became 

in effect targets for closer attention and eventual discrimination. The present 

claims group VI, the more westerly of the two holdings involved, was screened by 

ground magnetic survey in the following winter 1971-72, as a first step in achieving 

the desired discrimination. The results of thir work are presented herein.

DESCRIPTION OF CLAIMS GROUP

The property comprises a total of 18 contiguous claims, all nominally hQ acres each; 

however the completed surveying only embraced 9 of these as follows:

Claim Kos. PA 308o6^ - 071 inclusive 7 claims 

PA 30807li, 075 2 claims

total : 9 claims

These particular 9 claims form a cohesive unit roughly in the centre of the original 

block. As such they lie approximately 8 miles north from the Fawn River along the 

89 W meridian, in the District of Kenora, Patricia Mining Division. They occur 

in a region of widespread glacial cover near the edge of the Paleozoics. The 

terrain typically is swampy with stunted tree growth only, and otherwise is rather 

without feature. The nearest lake accessible to plane transport lies h miles to the 

SSW.
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WORK UNDKHTAKEN

Centred on the aeromagnetic anomaly, a base-line l mile long and oriented H 110 K 

provided control to a grid of orthogonal lines ^00' apart, chained and picketed 

every 3.00' to embrace an approximately 1/2 mile vide Bvath of the setting,

On this grid, ground magnetic surveying was undertaken using a Sharpe model MF-1 

fluxgate magnetometer measuring the vertical component of the earth's magnetic 

field to a - 10 gamma accuracy. Stations were occupied every 100' on all lines 

to supply the primary coverage, but were closed up to 50' intervals in sections of 

increased magnetic activity. Diurnal variations were monitored and corrected for 

in the data by regular base station reference. The results have been compiled into 

contour plan, at a contour interval of 500 gamma, and on a scale of l" ^ h OO 1 . 

Pertinent claim boundaries are shown in their positions relative to the grid 

(Dwg. No. 3A).

This work was completed over the period 27th January - 12 February 1972. It 

involved a total of 6.0 line miles of surveying.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The target aeromagnetic closure (G.S.C. Map 727&G in the aeromagnetic series) is 

shown on the ground to be composed of two, well separated anomaly centres 5000 

gamma and 7000 gamma above background respectively. Both are quite finite, 

lenticular in outline, and roughly with the same overall dimensions viz. 1500' - 

2000' long by ^00' wide. Also their long axes are parallel; however, these are not 

directly on strike with each other but staggered in a stretched - out en echelon 

arrangement. This combination of circumstances leads to the good possibility that 

the two individual bodies indicated are in actuality components of the one original 

body split and displaced by subsequent structural movement. Obviously this implies 

that the present two magnetic centres are underlain by essentially the same source 

material.
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In their limited extent, these ground magnetic anomalies more suggest local intrusion 

as cause rather than a bedded iron-rich formation. The probability is if anything 

enhanced by the inferred presence of a disrupting structure. The homogeneity and 

strength of the expressions moreover weigh heavily tovards an intrusive that is 

ultrabasic in composition. In such eventuality, the setting takes on an exploration 

potential that is deserving of further work. While cover is widespread here as 

glacial action smeared rubble south from the Hudson Bay basin across the area, the 

indications are that it is not at any time inhibitive to such future work. For 

instance, at the magnetic centres, overburden depths of between 12^' and 17^' are 

inferred, which while appreciable are not likely to be a serious factor to precise 

exploration. Near-vertical dips are also inferred by these magnetic expressions.

Apart from the obvious break already noted, the evidence for structure, specifically 

fault-shears in the setting is very lean. Yet it is probable that faulting exists, 

and that it is both major and complex. One of the chief reasons for the lack of 

definition of such axes undoubtedly is the very uniform background that typifies 

the environment beyond the two main anomalies. Without contrasting feature in the 

surroundings, it is virtually impossible to pin down any cross-structure, and strike 

faults by their very nature are always difficult to recogrdze. Thus it is very 

much a function of such future investigations that are conducted here that the 

salient structural elements be established.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded that the ground-defined magnetic bodies underlying the original 

aeromagnetic feature here represent a very good chance of local ultrabasic intrusion 

in the setting. This in itself is considered to warrant follow-up attention, 

particularly in efforts directed towards the sampling of the ra jnetic source material. 

However the recommendation for further work that is being implied herewith is in 

fact made on a wider basis: that if ultrabasics do indeed exist, then there are 

likely controlling structures present together with attendant chances in minerali 

zation.
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Since the latter is the operative rationale for any investigations at all, and since 

the prevailing cover here demands that any factual sampling of source rocks has to 

be done by drilling, it is logical that as far as possible the best section for 

determining probabilities in mineralization be established first. Thus it is 

recommended that a combined programme of additional limited geophysics and drilling 

be undertaken next winter to test the implications of the present magnetic 

indications.

JBl3:sia

April T, 1972

J. B. Bon i veil

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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INTRODUCTION

A strong aeromagnetic centre Just vest of the Fawn River at latitude 5'* 20! N origin 
ally attracted attention as a reasonably discrete occurrence in a region where a 
scatter of several somewhat similar features promised possibilities in a grouped 
incidence of ultramafic intrusions. Appropriate ground was staked resulting in the 
present claims group XI, as well as one other 'j m iles to the west (known as Group Vi). 
Thus these two groups formed in effect test points for the environment, and consistent 
with this role, ground magnetic surveying was undertaken on them both as a first 
definition of the inherent chances.

The results of the surveying on claims Group XI form the subject of the report and 
are presented herein.

DESCRIPTION OF GROUP

The designated Group XI is composed of 18 claims, all nominally of liO acres and 
contiguous. They are as specified below:

Claim Nos. PA 307968 - 93^ inclusive

As a group the claims centre on a point 2 1/2 miles west of the Fawn River at 
latitude ^O 20' H, longitude 88O 53' W in the District of Kenora, Patricia Mining 
Division, Ontario. Here they occur in the poor drainage, low relief terrain typical 
to the Hudson Bay lowlands. Timber is sparse and stunted. The nearest lake 
accessible to float/ski plane lies 7 miles to the SW.
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WORK UNDERTAKEN

The complete claims group vas gridded with traverse lines ^00' apart controlled from 
a base-line o] 

on all lines.

a base-line oriented N 105 K* Stations were chained and picketed at 100' intervals

Magnetic surveying vas undertaken to the limits of the property (and beyond in places), 
all 100' stations being occupied to effect the coverage but including readings at 50' 
stations in sections of heightened magnetic relief. A Scintrex model MF-1 fluxgate 
magnetometer with a sensitivity and accuracy of about 20 gamma vas employed, its 
readings reflecting relative variations in the vertical component of the earth's 
magnetic field with distance. Base station measurements at regular intervals 
monitored diurnal variations, and suitable corrections applied to the data where 
appropriate.

A total 10.6 line Miles were so surveyed including the iiL. This was completed in 
the period 2 '( January - 12 February 1972. Results are presented in plan (Uwg. Ho. 
2A) in contour form, at a scale of I'^OO 1 and a contour interval of 1)00 gamma 
respectively. The disposition of the grid relative to the individual claims is 
shown as part of the base reference detail.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The major component of the target aeromagnetic feature obviously lies in the northern 
one-third of the claims group as staked. This is the first immediate outcome of the 
ground work, and in consequence, full definition of the anomalous response at this 

level necessarily has not always been achieved. A second prime reason clearly is that 
there is a certain complexity to the magnetic relief emergent in the ground data 
not immediately evident in the aeromagnetic expression (G.S.C. Map tt 7278 G in the 
aeromagnetic series). This mostly takes the form of separated local peakings 
seemingly off-set from a main magnetic body.
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The centre c f the magnetic relief recorded on the ground here is a strong (up to 
20,000 gamma above background) axial ridge running almost due east-vest for 
approximately iiOOO 1 . Indicated vidths range from 200' up to 600' but tend to 
average about ^00" over this strike distance. Even through there is an overt 
tendency to wax and vane, the very strength and underlying persistency of this 
magnetic feature point to a veil-developed iron formation involving semi-massive 
to massive magnetite. Whether the mineralization occurs in one coherent body or in 
a number of closely spaced parallel horizons is largely indeterminate, but it is 
likely, in the nature of things, to be more broken up than not.

The probability of the latter circumstance existing is enhanced by the evidence in 
the extreme vest of the grid that a cross-cutting structure has broken off and 
displaced a segment of the main formation. In this projection, the satellite 
fragment centres at h+'jQN on line 3.6W, having been displaced some 1200' northwards 
along a fault axis bearing roughly NE intersecting the BL at 8W, Similarly it is 
possible towards the east side of the grid to speculate that another parallel and 
like structure exists to terminate the main body by line 3CE, and perhaps to cause 
a local re-appearance of the system at 6+OON on line It O?], as to the last however, 
whether the fault structure exists as postulated or not, it is far from clear that 
this relatively minor, outflung and manifestly restricted anomaly is indeed part of 
the iron formation or whether it is due to another cause entirely.

What gives some credence to the possibility of another type magnetic source existing 
here is the fair suggestion that a through-going major fault borders the whole 
magnetic complex on the south side. Such a structure would bear slightly south of 
east, in effect terminate the iron formation as it strikes in towards the BL at line 
20W, and being unaffected by the movements of the interpreted cross-structure(s) , 
be the youngest event in the area of those discussed. If valid, this later break 
could have been the control for local intrusion which as a mafic or ultramafic 
injection could give rise to that manner of magnetic centre existing here to the 
east at 6+OOUACM-OOK. However since it is small, and still somewhat an outside 
chance, the exploration potential inherent to it does not immediately loom large.
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Again the cover throughout this area, while shown to be quite substantial, varying 

anywhere from 12^' to 2^0', is not a prohibitive condition, and would be amenable 

to further discrimination if need be.

CONCI.US3.OIJS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded that the bulk of the magnetic relief observed in the ground traversing 

here is due to magnetite occurring in typical iron-formation incidence. Even though 

at times the amount of magnetite in any one horizon could reach significant proportions, 

there remain many unknowns that would need to be established in any second stage 

exploration of the inherent potential.. However, this kind of mineralization is not 

considered a first priority occurrence in the setting, and in consequence no recom 

mendation is made to follow it up specifically.

Remaining to the data as an outside chance nevertheless is the possibility that 

discerned structure in the area could be the control to local ultramafic intrusion, 

in particular to the confined magnetic anomaly centred at 6+OON/JiO+OOE. Thus this 

one possibility can be accorded a qualified recommendation conditional upon the 

outcome of investigations on Claims Group VI, to which work there could bear a 

relationship based on structure.

JBB:sm J. B. Boniwell

April 10, 1972 Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey. Ground Magnetometer

4

j*j
2
O 
a
C/5

(d

1
"

Claim holder^) Canex Aerial Exploration Ltd.

Suite 2600. 401 Bav Street, Toronto
Author of Report J. B. Boniwell

Address 1522 Clearwater Drive, Port Credit, Ontario
rnwrmgnat^nfsiirix.), Feb. 1-12 March 1 to April 1/72

(Imccutting to office)
Total Mil^s "f Ljnr mt 3.0.59 (Small Claims)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS DAYS
CREDITS REQUESTED ~ , , - , pcrdaim ^ Geophysical

ENTER 40 days (includes 0 f .~ -f 
line cutting) for first -Magnetometer     \ *V .^ l
survey. -Radiometric . ., J

ENTER 20 days for each - -Oi her
additional survey using rw.lMmr-il
same grid. 

Genrhemiral

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits dp not apply to airborne surveys)f~ \

Magnetometer Electromagnetic V \ R adiometric
(enter days per clairnV

DATF.- SlflNATIIRK: MjScr^    ̂- l̂^U
Author of Report

PROJECTS,SjiCTJON i 

Res. Grol.lk eCA L-CU^^ Onalifirations flS , ) 2 O tf
J \ )\ ir̂ v ""

'7 \\ Previous Surveys J- . l)

riherked hy d^ite

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH

| Approved hy , dale

Approved hy d a*'"

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED
List numerically

Pa. 307968
(prefix) (number)

Pa. 307969

Pa. 307970

Pa. 307971

Pa. 307972

Pa ? 307973

Pa "tt) 79 74. ...A.'ftf.y.V.S.V.l.T............................................

Pa. 307975

Pa, 307976

Pa. 307977

Pa ^O7Q7ft

Pa. 307979

Pa. 307980

Pa. 307981

Pa. 307982 , j
)/ ri-*"'*"

s'Pn "?079S^ A ^ ^ , , fAiCttvJV/lJOj y s ' f rf j\ '

^1      - '^ /
Pa. 307984 ^

...Ps^pigss...........,..!..,,..,.,,,,,.,

TOTAL CLAIMS 18

.52



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

Number of Stations ____ ̂ 52 ______________________ Number of Readings ____ 716. 
Station interval ______ 100 ft* _________________________________________ 
Line spacing ________ 4QO ft - ____________________ : ̂ ^^^——^————^
Profile scale or Contour intervals 5QO ganma, contour s

(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC
Instrument________Sharpe toF-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer

Accuracy - Scale mmtanf 20 gamma on 1000 gamma range. Readability 7 scale divisiont———- 
Diurnal correction method Periodic checks during day into bases established,-——-————. 
Base station inratinn Along base line at 12+OOW. 0+00, 12+OOE. 24+OOE. 36+OOE,.^—-..^.

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Instrument______________.——^^^^.^^^^^—^^^^^^^.^^^^.^^^^-.^^^^..^^^^^^^^^^^. 
Coil configuration —-————————.^————————-—-—-————.———^—————————-—^————-————————.———.
Coil separation ---—--—^—————^—--——^—.-—.^-—--.--——-———-—--—-—-^.----—.—--—--——————..——.
Accuracy______________:.—^^.^—.---——..^--.-.^.-—^.—.——-^——-.^^..—.—.^—-———.———. 
Method: d Fixed transmitter D Shoot back Q Inline O Parallel line 
Frequency,———.————-——.——————-—————————-..^———^-———^—————-.—————.————

(specify V.L.F. station)
Parameters measured____________________________________________________
GRAVITY

Instrument.

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy—

INDUCED POLARIZATION RESISTIVITY 
Instrument______________:—.——.^—--
Time domain___________________________ Frequency domain.
Frequency_______________________________ Range—^————^.^
Power™——-—-—-——-————————-———--———.-——-———————————.
Electrode array^— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.



File

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey. Ground Magnetometer
Township or Area. Area West Of Fawn River (M.3248) 
Claim hoirWM Canex Aerial Exploration Ltd. :

^2600, 401 Bay StreeJi^oxonto, Ontario. 
Author of Report J.B. Boniwell___________________
AriHress 1522 Clearwater Drive. Port Credit, Ontario.

of Sim/py Jan. 24-31, Mar.l to Apr.l. 1972
(lincculting to office)

Total Miles of Line cut___6^0—^.————-—.——^——^,——

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS 
P" d.im

- Electromagnetics
••Magnetometer. 
Radiometric.— 
Other—————

\

. 
(Tenrhemiral

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic

HATE-

{enter days per claim

SlfiNAITIRF.-
Author of Report

J PROJECTS SECTION
Res. Geol. ^^^—^^-^..

S
C

Previous Surveys

Checked by___

Qualifications.

.date.

GEO LOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved hy____ _date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

..Pa.30806.5..^
(prefix)

Pft.308066 .
(number)

Pa.308067 ^ 

.Pa.308068 ^

.Pa.308069.H

.Pa.t.?.9.?.9.?.?....?.'jf 

.Pa,3p80?l.^...

-.{7*3,} - 3 0

tC.

TOIAL CLAIMS.



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

Number of Stations _______ ?17 ___________________ Number of Readings 366 
Station interval
Line spacing ___________ 400 ft.
Profile scale or Contour intervals _____ 500 gamma contours

(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC
Instrument __________ Sharpe MF-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer
Accuracy - Scale mmtant -|0 ga^nas on 1000 gamma .range
Diurnal correction method Periodic checks during day into bases established_____^__ 
Base station location____Along base line at (HOP, 12+OOW. 24+OOW-—-——^——----——-—

ELKCTROMAGNE'J'IC

Instrument______________.____________________________________________
Coil configuration^^^^—^^-^^^^^.^^^^—^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^—--^^^^^^. 
Coil separation ^^^^^^——^-^^^^^^^^^^^^—^^^...^^^^^^^^^^^.^—^^^^.^^^^^^.^^^..^^^^^^—^^^^—^^. 
Accuracy________________:-—^—^-^-—--—..—-.—.—--—.^—^-———.—.^—.^^—......—..—^——..—.—.
Method: Q Fixed transmitter d Shoot back CD Inline D Parallel line 
Frequency^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^—.^,,^^^.^^^^^^^.^^^.

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters measured.-—-———-——.—-———-———-^—---——^———.—-——————.———.,——.——
GRAVITY 
Instrument.

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy__________________ 
INDUCED .POLARIZATION RESISTIVITY 
Instrument——————————————————

Time domain___________________________ Frequency domain. 
Frequency_______________________________ Range.—^—————.
Power-—^.^—-—-————--—^—-——.————————-—.—^——————.^^^^--
Electrode array—— 

Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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